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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 
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8-27-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects for the New "Periodic table of
elements" Fortunes prioritization dilemmas as this is the way to drive to building
the Gravity Engine. $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project to find the Gravity
Particles! Build the Gravity Engine for hikers. 
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8-27-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects she was backpacking with her
husband and two friends in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness area in the Central
Cascades when she died, said her husband, David Kaplan. Dr. Nelson, 61, had
always wanted to take that route up Necklace Valley and across West Fork Foss
River Valley. It was supposed to be a leisurely trip as opposed to their typical
climbing and scrambling. On Sunday, as the group was crossing a narrow path with
loose rock coming off Iron Cap Mountain, Dr. Nelson lost her footing and fell. She
had died by the time Kaplan reached her, he said. 
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8-27-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects for the New "Periodic table of
elements" Fortunes prioritization dilemmas as this is the way to drive to building
the Gravity Engine. 

8-27-2019 NY Times Prioritization of News "We Should buy Greenland", forget
the Rx Never Forget Perfume and the Gravity Engine Elements. 4 MD Wife's front
Page NY Times, grin. When Greg gets married at the Hemingway House. 

8-27-2019 In Defense of Rx Perfume Recipes created on super computers at
Brookhaven and Los Alamos. Ivanka will get the first Super Computer Created Rx
Perfumes. Gov. Perks. 

8-27-2019 "Balderdash Virus Killer!" First card can a dog smell a virus. Next can
a virus smell? 
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8-27-2019 Balderdash Heat-related deaths + killers" When it's hot out its time
for murder, grin. The county recorded seven homeless people who had died from
heat-related causes. By last year, that number had increased to 61 deaths, more
than one-third of the total. Cara Christ, director of Arizona’s Department of
Health Services, said she didn’t know why heat-related deaths were rising. Heated
debates at Google and Facebook. Google Tries to Corral Its Staff After Internal
Debates raise the temperatures mentally. War! The General had a heart attack
screaming WAR! Had the NY Times been focusing on increasing public awareness as
to the MD in the ER when heat related emergencies arrive we can do this in the
field hospital tents. A/C or just the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's A/C 24/7 With A/C
jet vents blowing quite a distance. 

8-27-2019 Balderdash Virus Killer! It was later picked up by a U.S company, The
Games Gang, and eventually became the property of Hasbro and finally Mattel. 

8-27-2019 Balderdash Epidemiology and Disease Surveillance; Dr. Bandala
examined the ages of all 437 people who were determined to have died from heat-
related causes in Clark County, which includes Las Vegas, between 2007 and 2016.
He found that 76 percent of those who had died were older than 50. How many
were drunk when they died is not in the statistics from the NY Times Journalists,
censored by Vegas Drunk Admiral MD. Ha. 

8-27-2019 Star Wars Window A/C was reinvented before summer of 2019 in time
to bring to market the Mac Book Pro size A/C you open for Star Wars A/C. 
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8-27-2019 Stature of Cadillac, which was once so closely identified with
excellence and status that it became shorthand for anything that was top of the
line. And few brands have fallen as far. 

8-27-2019 Inventors; Their success in life driving a Cadillac. Cadillac became
known as a “Most Expensive” car brand. Mercedes-Benz, is known as the Saudi
Women's best buy pick after 100 years of not driving a car all Saudi women
bought a Mercedes-Benz. What does this have to do with American Inventors?
Saudi women use USD US Dollars from Oil and $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan
Projects for the Rx Pink recipe to cure breast cancer in all staged in 8 day to buy
their Mercedes-Benz. $7 Trillion dollars for F-35 Radar for all Cadillac's and
roads in the USA were spent on Saudi women buying a Mercedes-Benz. Fortunes
prioritization dilemmas, driving to a bankrupt Mecca or the richest City State in
the World thanks to Miami, Cuba gas stations $4 gas. 

8-27-2019 Balderdash; A Heated Game when played by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
“Our strategies are insufficient for the current Heat related dead articles in the
NY Times. Censored dead were all the baby's left in hot cars. No wondering why
as this would heat up the staff at HQ. Dipping into its Latin, the court said the
social architect failed to “intelligere quod omnes intelligent,” or to “understand
what everyone understands.” 

8-27-2019 Balderdash Russian Edition; Periodic table of elements devised by the
Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev, is a two-dimensional array of the chemical
elements, ordered by atomic number and arranged 18 across by orbitals. 
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8-27-2019 Russia Identifies 4 Radioactive Isotopes From Nuclear Accident. 

8-27-2019 Russia said it spent $7 Trillion on Nuclear Invention Projects. And is
has $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

8-27-2019 $7 Trillion on a Manhattan Project to more this out to sea. Tropical
Storm Dorian: Puerto Rico Braces for Possible Hurricane 

8-27-2019 Amazon Kindle Book "Periodic table of elements" will go from this 150
year old Russian chart to the Elements to Super Computer Chart of the Element
super computer simulations no chemists on earth can image the results today
everyone must wait for the Kindle edition of the Chart of the Elements. Dr.
Girolami said, “I can tell you lots of things about it — whether it’s a metal or not,
whether it is abundant on earth or not — simply by noting its location in the
periodic table.” Not in the Kindle edition. Kindle edition is super computer
programmed for a Universe of 12 Trillion Element, Galaxies. The most Abundant
Galaxy. Close observers of nature noted that certain chemical elements like lithium,
sodium and potassium — known today as alkali metals — were all soft and floated in
water. But such qualitative classifications offered only a shaky foundation.
...specifically, the physics of how electrons orbit the nucleus. Lithium, sodium and
potassium, which nicely align in the table’s first vertical column — Group One, the
alkali metals, with rubidium, cesium, and francium — all have one electron in their
outer electron shell, what is the make up of the electrons in all the shells?
Gravity, it is generated by an quark or electron. “Women in Their Element,” that
explores more than 30 similar stories, including, of course, that of Marie Curie,
who discovered two elements, radium and polonium, and twice won the Nobel Prize.
Discover how Gravity is generated or just the element needed to build a Gravity
Engine for your Cadillac or Mercedes-Benz. Ingredients of Newton’s brew. “Some
of the compounds that Newton made are not in our data libraries,” said Dr.
Newman, who recently published a book, “Newton the Alchemist: Science, Enigma,
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and the Quest for Nature’s ‘Secret Fire’.” “He was synthesizing new materials that
still may not have been discovered 300 years later.” Even in the bright light of
modern science, chemical reactions remain profoundly captivating, Dr. Scerri said:
“In a physical mixture, you get the sum of the parts when you mix A with B. “In
chemistry, you combine A and B and you get something qualitatively new.” The
heaviest naturally occurring element on the table is uranium, with the atomic
number 92 (because it has 92 protons in its nucleus). But the periodic table
contains still more; the heaviest so far is element 118, oganesson, a “super-heavy”
element with 118 protons and a half-life of half a millisecond. It was first
synthesized in 2002 by Yuri Oganessian and an intercontinental Russian-American
team at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna, north of Moscow. 

8-27-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects for the New "Periodic table of
elements" Fortunes prioritization dilemmas as this is the way to drive to building
the Gravity Engine. 

8-27-2019 76 deaths in 2014 to 235 in 2017, according to figures obtained from
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Heat-related deaths in
Nevada rose almost fivefold during the same period, from 29 to 139. 

8-27-2019 In Defense of Rx Perfume Recipes created on super computers at
Brookhaven and Los Alamos. Ivanka will get the first Super Computer Created Rx
Perfumes. Gov. Perks. 


